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A role model for us all
 Dina Rosell
HESPEDIM for Mr Arnold Cohen z”l
took place at Sinai Shul, Golders Green
last Sunday. The Rov of Sinai Shul, Rav
Berel Knopfler, spoke of the zechus of
Mr Cohen in establishing the shul as a
mokom Torah. It was he who suggested
to Rabbi Knopfler, when the minyan
had no settled home, that it should
move to Sinai Shul which at the time
was struggling to find a minyan. Over
the years the shul grew and flourished.
Its walls resonated to the sound of
davening and learning as over the years
it became home to a great number of
Torah activities, including hespedim for
Gedolim, and acted as an extension of
Chayei Olom Yeshiva.
The Gateshead Rosh Yeshiva, Rav
Avrohom Gurwicz, used a quotation from
Pirkei Ovos to elaborate on Mr Cohen’s
diverse and wide-ranging qualities as
aspects of his unique personality which
he used to benefit the community – “bold
as a leopard, light as an eagle, swift as a
deer and strong as a lion.”
Federation Rosh Beis Din, Dayan
Yisroel Yaakov Lichtenstein, expressed
the view that a hesped for Mr Cohen

contains within itself a model of how
people should live their lives. Reflecting
on and paying tribute to Arnold Cohen
reveals how greatly the kehilla was
influenced by his deeds.
Mr Cohen successfully managed three
simultaneous careers. Not only was he a
ben Torah and a talmid chochom, but he
continually communicated the benefit
he received from his Torah learning.
His appreciation and excitement in
learning Torah was contagious. He
headed a prestigious accountancy firm
recognised for its probity, integrity and
level of success. At a time when the
Federation was experiencing problems,
it was the unblemished reputation of
Arnold Cohen that prompted the Charity
Commission to resolve the difficulty. His
third role was as a community askan,
particularly for the Federation. He was
involved in countless community issues,
set up the Gateshead Alumni Association
and taught Torah to both adults and
children. “What was unique about
Arnold was that he did not need to adopt
three personas to match his different
roles but succeeded in integrating all of
them.”
Although he was deeply involved in
community affairs, Arnold never spoke

about his gemillas chassodim. In the
Olom Ho’emes three questions are put
to us. Did you handle business dealings
ethically? Did you set times for learning
Torah? Did you await the Geulah?
Arnold’s response would be an emphatic
‘yes’.
“Every morning and evening without
exception he was learning. It was
incredible to see his determination
and his dedication to Torah. You would
think he was a talmid in Ponevezh, not
807 Finchley Road. I am sure everyone
here tonight who had dealings with
him recognises that at all times he
maintained a clear vision of how a person
should behave. That was always with
derech eretz, especially with Rabbonim,
with seichel and with a good heart. On
some occasions he asked shailos where
I was blown over by his dikduk halocho,
shailos that could have been asked by
someone in Bnei Brak or Yerusholayim.
“I once had a conversation with an
English judge who held there was no
issue between justice and peace. “A is
right, B is wrong – judgement should
go to A otherwise it flies in the face of
justice.” The goal of Din Torah is not
justice but to restore sholom which has
more importance than justice. While

Dayan Lichtenstein delivering a hesped as
Rabbi Knopfler listens
a successful society must be based on
the fact that emess is respected, in the
real world conflict between emess and
sholom, sholom wins out.
“Arnold’s hashkofas haTorah meant
that everything was coloured by his
yiras Shomayim. You had only to look
at him to know what a real ben Torah
is. His memory will always be a shining
example that will stay with us l’olom
vo’ed. None of us will ever forget him.”

